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Diagnostic studies for synthesis of Al doped ZnO film by magnetron sputtering
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Although magnetron sputtering (MS) processes have shown as an emerging method

foe acheiving high quality films for the industry, still there are lack of understanding in

correlation between the properties of the plasmas and the characteristics of the

deposited films. Therefore, the systematic experimental studies of plasma parameters

and the diagnostics of plasma in a MS reactor are crucial for understanding the

process to control the formation of film. For instance there is growing interest in

studies on ZnO based films for transparent electrode; however, it has not been

successfully introduced to industry yet because of its stron dependence of

conductivity on film thickness, process temperature, etc. In this work, we present

investigation of Al doped ZnO (AZO) film fabrication process using various diagnostic

tools, by utilizing low temperature deposition processfor the development of high

quality film. For the experiment, facing targets sputtering (FTS) has been utilized due

to its advantage of low process temperature and low concern of ion bombardment

damage to substrate. AZO films are fabricated on the glass substrates by varying the

process conditions, to examine and compare the relationships between film

characterizations and plasma parameters. For the plasma diagnostics we have used

Langmuir probe (LP) and optical emission diagnotic. The microstructure changes of

the films are examined by X-ray diffraction (XRD). The OES results show strong Ar

emission intensity lines of 3p54p - 3p54s transitions in 667-900 nm range. OES data

also shows considerable differences in the emission by varying DC applied power.

Measurements also show that there is clear signature ofsputtered Zn atoms, whoch

show stronger emission lones at ~472 nm (4s5s - 4s4p), 481 nm (4s5s 4s4p), and

307 nm (4s4p -4s2). We have used LP to measure the plasma density and electron

temperature. Results show that the OES measurements are in consistent with the LP

measurements.
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